
All of It

Colossians 1:15-20, Romans 8:20-23

One Sacred World



A Question
ª How is your spiritual life?

· Not a bad question 
¸ Gets us thinking about spiritual disciplines
¸ Also highlights the manner in which we so often 

compartmentalize our lives into physical and spiritual

ª Series: “One Sacred World”

· We live in a unified physical and spiritual reality



1. All Things Created
ª The Son is firstborn over all creation (v15)

· The Father, Son, and Holy Spirit were present at 
the beginning (Gen 1:1-2, Jn 1:1-2)

· The Son is over all because:
¸ All things created in him
¸ All things created through him
¸ All things created for him 
¸ Through him all things were made, without him nothing 

was made that has been made (Jn 1:3)



1. All Things Created
ª All things created for him:

· Light/darkness

· Waters/dry ground

· Vegetation/plants

· Day/night

· Living creatures of water and air

· Living creatures of land and humankind

· Things in heaven and on earth

· Things visible and invisible

· Thrones/powers/rulers/authorities



1. All Things Created
ª All of creation is important and not to be exploited 

for the benefit of mankind

ª End goal of creation was one that pointed to God 
and the joy of his Kingdom

ª The Son was
· Before all things

· Firstborn of all things

· Creator of all things

· Over all things



2. All Things Sustained 
ª The Son holds all things together (v 17) 

· He sustains all things

· He sustains all things by his powerful word (Heb 1:3)

ª We are part of his sustaining work
· Charge to Adam and Eve

· Work the garden = serve and steward

· Keep the garden = guard and protect it

ª No divide between the physical and spiritual reality in this

ª Relationships between humankind and all of creation broken



3. All Things Reconciled and Re-birthed
ª Christ came to reconcile humanity and all of creation to himself 

ª Reconciliation begins with the incarnation

· The Creator became the created

· Showed commitment to creation

ª Through his resurrection

· He became the firstborn of the dead 

· Still firstborn over all creation

· Inaugurates the new creation

· Reconciled all thing to himself (Col 1:20) 



3. All Things Reconciled and Re-birthed

ª Creation awaits redemption

· Creation will be reconcile (Rom 8:21)

· It is a given that it will be redeemed

· Christ’s death and resurrection is the source and 
beginning of the new creation for all of humanity 
and all of creation 

· It is by his blood that all has been reconciled



3. All Things Reconciled and Re-birthed
ª The new creation

· Is the Kingdom of God

· It is present now but not yet complete

· It will be complete at the return of Christ

· It is a given that it will be redeemed

· Christ’s death and resurrection is the source and beginning 
of the new creation for all of humanity and all of creation 

· It is by his blood that all has been reconciled

ª All things created, sustained, reconciled, and rebirthed 
in Him, through Him, and for Him



– Living It –

ª Three things to take away

· Affirmation of the unification of our physical and 
spiritual reality
¸ Jesus became fully human ends the divide between 

physical and spiritual

· All of creation is reconciled to God 
¸ Made new, re-birthed 
¸ The Kingdom of God is present here and now yet not 

yet complete



– Living It –
· Treat all of creation in a manner reflective that it is 

being reconciled to God
¸ Approach every task with reverence that acknowledges 

the goodness of creation and the Creator
¸ Continue carrying out the charge given to Adam and Eve 

in this new creation
¸ Be an agent of reconciliation for all of creation 


